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What is yt?

yt is designed to guide scientific inquiry (analysis, visualization, simulation) through 
physically-motivated understanding.  It is released under the BSD license, developed 
completely in the open, and is designed to present a library of loosely-coupled 
components that can be easily integrated with other Python tools.

A reference implementation in yt will create a development standard for expansion 
into new physical domains as a strategy to grow the codebase and create an 
accessible and extensible framework.  Our goal is to make the domain context 
system pluggable and easily extensible without requiring knowledge of yt internals.
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Expanding Beyond Astrophysics

From a user standpoint, we can identify the pattern and libraries different domains 
use to read in, unpack, and pull out the values and fields they want to then visualize 
and analyze in yt. 

From a developer standpoint, we can identify overarching assumptions and design 
choices that can inform what needs to be abstracted out, or added to the code base 
to make yt more extendable and accessible to new domains. 

Future versions will include only the core yt functionality, with all astronomy-specific 
analysis modules shipped in the external yt_astro_analysis package. 

Data Representation

Domain specific file formats outline a number of interesting challenges as they are 
the entry point for loading data into yt. Efforts to accommodate file formats have 
encouraged development to tackle: 

● Dependencies 
● Code redundancy    
● Encoding
● Metadata 

This requires understanding common file formats, other software packages used, 
and the method behind the data storage. 

yt Reference Implementation

● yt has grown organically within the astrophysics domain with needed functionality leading 
development, and astro specific attributes referenced through the code.

● Removing the astro specifics from the general functionality in yt and adding  domain agnostic 
attributes will create space for a more general mental model as the foundation of yt.

●  Relocating the astro code to its own module with other scientific  domains will allow users to find 
and use attributes that are tailored to their domain, without astro interference.
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Development Highlights
● Since the yt 3.5.1 release in February 2019, yt has had:
○ 980 new commits to the repository
○ With contributions from 37 unique individuals, 15 of those are first-time contributors
○ 195 new pull requests have been submitted to the repository, and 150 of those have been merged

● New features include support for using unyt instead of yt.units, two new frontends (adaptahop and 
amrvac), support for cf-compliant data, exporting data to firefly, and support for 
geographically-located  data support with cartopy
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